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We consider the classical fixed-size confidence region estimation problem for the
mean vector + in the Np(+, 7) population where 7 is unknown but positive definite.
We write *1 for the largest characteristic root of 7 and assume that *1 is simple.
Moreover, we suppose that, in many practical applications, we will often have
available a number ** (>0) and that we can assume *1>**. Given this addi-
tional, and yet very minimal, knowledge regarding *1 , the two-stage procedure of
Chatterjee (Calcutta Statist. Assoc. Bull. 8 (1959a), 121148; 9 (1959b), 2028;
11 (1962), 144159) is revised appropriately. The highlight in this paper involves
the verification of second-order properties associated with such revised two-stage
estimation techniques, along with the maintenance of the nominal confidence
coefficient.  1999 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62H12, 62L12.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X1 , X2 , ... be a sequence of independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random vectors having the Np(+, 7) distribution where + # R p is the
unknown mean vector and 7 is the unknown, but p_p positive definite
(p.d.), dispersion matrix. Having recorded X1 , ..., Xn , let us write, X n=
n&1 ni=1 Xi , Wn=
n
i=1 (Xi&X n)(X i&X n)$, and Sn=(n&1)
&1 Wn for
n2. Given some preassigned d (>0), we consider the following fixed-size
confidence region for +:
Rn=[| # R p : (X n&|)$ (X n&|)d 2]. (1.1)
Now, it is indeed straightforward to verify that
P[+ # Rn]P {(X n&+)$ V&1(X n&+)d
2
v1 = , (1.2)
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v1 being the largest characteristic root of V, where V is an arbitrary p_p
p.d. matrix.
Suppose that *1 is the largest characteristic root of 7. Let us assume that
*1 is simple, that is, *1 has multiplicity one. Suppose that we have another
number : # (0, 1) preassigned and we wish to claim that the coverage prob-
ability associated with Rn is at least (1&:). In view of (1.2), with V=7,
one can see that P[+ # Rn]1&: if n is the smallest integer a*1d &2=
n*, say, where ‘‘a’’ is the upper 100:0 point of the /2p distribution. But, the
magnitude of n* is indeed unknown.
Chatterjee (1959a, b, 1962) proposed Stein-type (1945, 1949) two-stage
procedures, and Srivastava (1967) extended Chow and Robbins’ (1965)
sequential procedure for the problem at hand. In the situation where
7=_2H, with _2 (>0) unknown and H, a p_p known p.d. matrix,
Mukhopadhyay and Al-Mousawi (1986) came up with various multistage
confidence region procedures for estimating the mean vector.
Mukhopadhyay and Abid (1986) treated two-sample problems in that
same vein. The corresponding literature was reviewed from different
perspectives in Chatterjee (1991) and Sinha (1991). Lately, interesting
results in the multisample multivariate heteroscedastic situations have been
obtained by Aoshima (1994) and Takada and Aoshima (1996). The
recently published book by Ghosh et al. (1997) should prove to be a
valuable resource as well.
We should point out that two-stage procedures are often inefficient
in practice because they tend to oversample. The purely sequential
procedures, on the other hand, tend to enjoy many attractive asymptotic
characteristics. Recently, Datta and Mukhopadhyay (1997) came up with
a purely sequential procedure for the confidence region problem on hand
except that they emphasized the distribution-free scenarios and associated
second-order asymptotics.
In the context of the confidence region Rn , Chatterjee (1959a, b) proposed
the following two-stage procedure. Let us start with a pilot sample X1 , ..., Xm
of size m (>p+1). Consider the estimator Sm of 7, and let s1m stand for
the largest characteristic root of the Sm matrix. Then, let bm=upper
100:0 point of the Hotelling’s T 2-distribution with m and (m& p) degrees
of freedom and define
N=max{m, _bms1md 2 &
*
+1= , (1.3)
where [u]*=largest integer <u. If N=m, we do not take any more obser-
vations; however, if N>m, then we sample the difference (N&m) in the
second stage. Based on the totality of all the observation X1 , ..., XN , we
construct the fixed-size confidence region RN for +.
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It immediately follows that N12(X N&+)tNp(0, 7), and N12(X N&+)
and Sm are independently distributed. In other words, N(X N&+)$ S &1m
(X N&+) has the Hotelling’s T 2-distribution with m and (m& p) degrees of
freedom. Then, in view of (1.2), we have
P[+ # RN]P {N(X N&+)$ S &1m (X N&+)Nd
2
s1m =
P[N(X N&+)$ S &1m (X N&+)bm], (1.4)
since Nbms1md &2 w.p. 1. Now, by the choice of ‘‘bm’’ the last expression
in (1.4) exactly equals (1&:), thereby leading Chatterjee (1959a, b) to
conclude that
P[+ # RN]1&: for all +, 7, (1.5)
and this is a truly remarkable result. But, as we have mentioned earlier,
E(N&n*) tends to be large for the two-stage methodology (1.3). The
corresponding purely sequential scheme of Srivastava (1967) still remains
technically baffling in the arena of second-order asymptotics.
Srivastava and Bhargava (1979) had shown the existence of a non-
negative integer k, independent of +, 7, and d, so that if k additional
observations were taken after the purely sequential sampling rule due to
Srivastava (1967) terminated with X1 , ..., XN and the confidence region
RN+k for + was proposed based on all (N+k) observations, then
P[+ # RN+k]1&: for all fixed d, +, and 7. But, the magnitude or any
expression of k is unknown. This is only an existential result which is of no
practical use whatsoever. Also, the expressions of lower and upper bounds
for limd  0 E(N&n*) are not available in the case of the purely sequential
sampling rule of Srivastava (1967). Can we make the two-stage procedure
(1.3) second-order efficient in some situations? The answer is an emphatic
‘‘yes’’! Theorems 3.13.2 substantiate this.
In practice, one will often know a positive lower bound for *1 , even
though the dispersion matrix 7 is assumed unknown and p.d. Suppose, for
example, that the p components of Xi correspond to test scores for the i th
individual in p subject areas, and the experimenter may know from
previous experiences with a fair amount of confidence that one of the
component variances is at least k (>0). Then, one has *1>kp&1, since
p*1>tr(7). We continue to assume that *1 is simple.
In general, let us suppose that *1>** where ** (>0) is known. In this
situation, the two-stage procedure (1.3) has to be adjusted properly. This
adjusted two-stage procedure and some of the preliminaries are provided in
Section 2. Second-order analyses and an expansion of the associated
confidence coefficient are given in Section 3.
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We should remark that the very possibility of a two-stage procedure sur-
prisingly enjoying second-order characteristics when the nuisance parameter
has a known and positive lower bound, was first exhibited recently in the
paper by Mukhopadhyay and Duggan (1997) for the case when p=1. One
should note that the stopping variable N, in the case p=1, depends on the
sample variance which has fair amounts of both exact and asymptotic
characteristics. Techniques employed here are significantly different because
s1m is highly ‘‘nonlinear.’’
2. THE METHODOLOGY AND SOME PRELIMINARIES
Let us assume that *1 is simple, and *1>** (>0) where ** is known.
Then, since n*>a*
*
d 2, we define
m=m(d )=max[m0 , [a** d
2]*+1], (2.1)
where m0 (p+2) is a fixed integer. Let X1 , ..., Xm be the pilot observa-
tions which provide the sample dispersion matrix Sm . Recall that s1m
stands for the largest characteristic root of Sm . Then let
N=N(d )=max{m, _bms1md 2 &
*
+1= , (2.2)
and we implement this two-stage procedure as we did in the case of (1.3).
Finally, the fixed-size confidence region RN is proposed for the mean
vector +.
Note that m(d)   as d  0, and hence, before we study various
asymptotic characteristics of the two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2), we need
to focus on the asymptotic behaviors of s1m .
2.1. Properties of s1m
In the beginning of Section 1, we defined Sm=(m&1)&1 Wm , where
Wm=mi=1 (Xi&X m)(Xi&X m)$ has a central Wishart distribution, namely,
Wp(m&1, 7). Let us write w1m for the largest characteristic root of the
Wishart matrix variate Wm . Now, s1m is the largest solution of the deter-
minental equation |Sm&sI |=0, which can be written equivalently as
|Wm&(m&1) sI |=0. In other words, s1m can be viewed as (m&1)&1 w1m .
For a review, Johnson and Kotz (1972), Muirhead (1982), Srivastava
and Khatri (1979), and the papers by Pillai (1976, 1977) and Muirhead
(1978, 1987) are excellent sources to consult. Lawley (1956), James (1960,
1966), and Muirhead (1974), as well as Muirhead and Chikuse (1975a, b),
address different perspectives of the distributions of w1m and the joint
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distributions of the characteristic roots of Wm . The recent paper by Sugiura
(1990) is particularly interesting for its detailed graphical analysis of the
dependence on kurtosis and skewness measures for the joint distributions
of the latent roots and the degrees of freedom. Other classic references can
be found from the cited works in the area.
On the basis of Lawley (1956) and Muirhead and Chikuse (1975a, b),
Sugiura (1990) summarized the expressions for the skewness and kurtosis
of w1m , among other results. From Sugiura (1990), it follows immediately
that
E(s1m)=*1+B**1 m&1+O(m&2); (2.3)
V(s1m)=2*21m
&1+2*21(1&A*) m
&2+O(m&3); (2.4)
E[(s1m&*1)2]=2*21m
&1+2*21(1&A*) m
&2+O(m&3), (2.5)
where one writes A*= pj=2 *
2
j (*1&* j)
&2 and B*= pj=2 * j (*1&*j)
&1,
*1>*2*3 } } } *p denoting the characteristic roots of 7. It also follows
that
E[[s1m&E(s1m)]3]=8*41m
&2+O(m&3),
E[[s1m&E(s1m)]4]=6*21m
&3+O(m&4), (2.6)
E[[s1m&*1]4]=O(m&3).
From Anderson (1963) and other related works, we find that
m12(s1m&*1) w
L N(0, 2*21) as d  0, (2.7)
and we combine (2.5) to conclude that
m(s1m&*1)2 is uniformly integrable. (2.8)
2.2. First-Order Asymptotics
Lemma 2.1. For the two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2), we have P[N=m]
=O(m&3), as d  0.
Proof. In ‘‘principle’’, choose 0<=<(*1**)&1, and now for allmm1(=) we can make |ab&1m &1|<=, with some m1(=), since bm  a as
m  . Then, for all mm1(=), one has
ab&1m **&*1<(1+=) **&*1<
*1
*
*
*
*
&*1=0. (2.9)
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Without any loss of generality, let d (>0) go to zero through a sequence
such that a*
*
d &2 always remains an integer and also that m=a*
*
d &2.
Now,
P(N=m)P {m>bms1md 2 ==P {s1m<
md 2
bm =
=P {s1m&*1<a**bm &*=P { |s1m&*1 |>*1&
a*
*
bm =
in view of (2.9), and hence utilizing (2.6)
P(N=m)\*1&a**bm +
&4
E[(s1m&*1)4]=O(m&3). K
This lemma plays a very crucial role in subsequent developments, including
the theorem that follows immediately after this paragraph. The correspond-
ing result in Mukhopadhyay and Duggan (1997) had obtained a much
sharper rate in the case p=1, by exploiting the Markov inequality, which
succeeded because N there depended on the sample variance S 2m . In the
present situation which is far more complicated, the proof of the rate of
convergence of P(N=m) to zero is very different, and the convergence rate
itself is considerably slower. Even so, it will be clear from Section 3 that
this slower rate is still sufficient for us to conclude various second-order
asymptotic characteristics.
Theorem 2.1. For the two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2), we have the
following:
(a) P[+ # RN]1&:, for all fixed d (>0);
(b) Nn*  1 in probability, as d  0;
(c) E(Nn*)  1, as d  0;
(d) lim inf P[+ # RN]1&:, as d  0;
where n*=a*1 d 2.
Proof. Part (a) is a restatement of (1.5). To verify part (b), let us write
the basic inequality
bms1m d &2NmI(N=m)+bms1m d &2+1, (2.10)
which implies that
(bma&1)(s1m*&11 )Nn*
mn*&1I(N=m)+(bm a&1)(s1m*&11 )+n*
&1. (2.11)
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In (2.11), we now use the facts that bm  a as d  0, and s1m  *1 w.p. 1
as d  0. Also, in view of Lemma 2.1, we claim that I(N=m) wP 0 as
d  0. Thus, part (b) follows from (2.11).
Next, taking expectations throughout (2.11) and utilizing the fact that
E(s1m)  *1 as d  0, in view of (2.3), we obtain part (c). Then, from (1.2),
we write
P[+ # RN]P {(X N&+)$ 7&1(X N&+)d
2
*1=
= :

n=m
P {(X n&+)$ 7&1(X n&+)d
2
*1= P(N=n), (2.12)
since I(N=n) and X n are independent for all nm. Let H(x)=P[Yx]
for x>0, where Yt/2p . Hence, we can rewrite (2.12) as follows:
P[+ # RN] :

n=m
H \nd
2
*1 + P(N=n)=E{H \
Nd 2
*1 += . (2.13)
Thus, combine (2.13), part (b), and the dominated convergence theorem to
conclude part (d). K
We should remark that Srivastava’s (1967) purely sequential methodol-
ogy has the same asymptotic first-order properties as those listed in parts
(b)(d). The result in part (a), referred to in the literature as the con-
sistency property, does not hold in the case of the purely sequential scheme.
One should also recall our assessment of Srivastava and Bhargava’s (1979)
Theorem 3, given in our Section 1. The result in part (c) is referred as the
asymptotic first-order efficiency in the sense of Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay
(1981). The two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2) is so much more convenient
operationally than the purely sequential counterpart, and yet this two-stage
procedure has some of the most reasonable properties as stated in
Theorem 2.1, under the often available additional information that *1>**
where *
*
is known and positive. In the following section, the associated
second-order asymptotics are investigated.
3. SECOND-ORDER PROPERTIES
In defining the two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2), we needed the expression
bm which is the upper 100:0 point of the Hotelling T 2-distribution with
degrees of freedom p and (m& p). Let us denote Fp, m& p, : for the upper
100:0 point of a F distribution with the degrees of freedom p and (m& p).
In the present situation p is held fixed, but m   as d  0. It is easy to
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verify that bm= p(m&1)(m& p)&1 Fp, m& p, : , and hence utilizing the
results from Scheffe and Tukey (1944), we can write
Fp, m& p, :=ap&1& 12 ap
&1( p&a&2) m&1+O(m&2), (3.1)
which leads to
bm =p \1& 1m+\1&
p
m+
&1
{ ap&
a( p&a&2)
2pm
+O(m&2)=
=p {1+p&1m +O(m&2)={
a
p
&
a( p&a&2)
2pm
+O(m&2)=
=a+
1
2
a( p+a) m&1+O(m&2). (3.2)
As a passing remark, let us add the following. In the case p=1, (3.1)
corresponds to the CornishFisher expansion of the upper 100:0 point of
the Student’s tm&1 distribution in terms of the corresponding percentage
point of a standard normal distribution. In the case p=2, one can find the
exact expression of F2, m&2, : in terms of m and :, and that, when expanded
in terms of the corresponding percentage point of an exponential distribu-
tion, agrees with the form given by (3.1). The following theorem provides
the asymptotic second-order bounds for E(N&n*).
Theorem 3.1. For the two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2), we have as d  0,
’+o(d )E(N&n*)’+1+o(d ),
where ’=(*1 **)[
1
2 ( p+a)+B*] and B*=
p
j=2 *j (*1&* j).
Proof. From the basic inequality (2.10), we immediately obtain
bmd &2E(s1m)E(N)mP(N=m)+bmd &2E(s1m)+1. (3.3)
Now, combine (3.2), (2.3), and Lemma 2.1 to write
n*+
*1
*
*
{12 ( p+a)+B*=+O(m&1)
E(N)O(m&2)+
*1
*
*
{12 ( p+a)+B*=+1+O(m&1),
which leads to the required result. K
In the case p=1, for the Chow and Robbins (1965) type purely sequen-
tial procedure, Woodroofe (1977) had expanded E(N&n*) up to o(1).
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When p2, the purely sequential procedure of Srivastava (1967) has no
known second-order properties as yet. For all p1, the theorem above
expands E(N&n*) up to o(d ) in the context of our two-stage procedure
(2.1)(2.2). In other words, here we notice faster convergence (to zero) of
the remainder term in the expansion of E(N&n*), for all p1.
Lemma 3.1. For the two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2), we have
(a) n*&12(N&n*) wL N(0, 2*1 **
&1) as d  0;
(b) (N&n*)2n* is uniformly integrable for 0<d<d0 , with
sufficiently small d0 .
Proof. For technical convenience, let us denote
T=max[m, bms1m d &2] (3.4)
and observe that TNT+1. Hence, the proof will be complete if we
verify parts (a) and (b) with N replaced by T.
From (3.4), note that
bms1md &2NmI(T=m)+bms1md &2 (3.5)
and thus
n*&12(T&n*)n*&12[bm s1m d &2&n*]
(d 2n*12)&1 [a(s1m&*1)+(bm&a) s1m]
=(d 2n*12)&1 [a(s1m&*1)+Op(m&1)],
in view of (3.2). Hence, we can write
n*&12(T&n*)(*1 **)
&12 m12(s1m&*1)+op(1). (3.6)
Also, with similar algebra, we have
n*&12(T&n*)mn*&12I(T=m)+n*&12[bms1m d &2&n*]
=(*1**)
&12 m12(s1m&*1)+op(1), (3.7)
in view of Lemma 2.1. Now, combine (3.6)(3.7) with (2.7) to claim that
n*&12(T&n*) wL N(0, 2*1**
&1) as d  0,
which implies part (a).
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From (3.5), we immediately obtain the following:
bmd &2E(s1m)E(T)mP(T=m)+bmd &2E(s1m),
b2md
&4E(s21m)E(T
2)3m2P(T=m)+b2md
&4E(s21m).
Now, combine these with (2.3), (2.5), and Lemma 2.1 to write
E[(T&n*)2n*]
n*&1[b2md
&4E(s21m)&2n*mP(T=m)&2n*bmd
&2E(s1m)+n*2]
=(n*d 4)&1 {a2+a
2( p+a)
m
+O(m&2)=
_{*21+2*
2
1(1+B*)
m
+O(m&2)=+o(1)
&2d &2 {a+a( p+a)2m +O(m&2)={*1+
B**1
m
+O(m&2)=+n*
=
n*2
a2*21n* {a2*21+
a2( p+a) *21+2a
2(1+B*) *21
m
+O(m&2)=
&
2n*
a*1 {a*1+
aB**1+(12) a( p+a) *1
m
+O(m&2)=+n*,
that is,
lim inf
d  0
E[(T&n*)2n*]2*1 **
&1. (3.8)
By means of similar algebra, we can write
E[(T&n*)2n*]
n*&1[3m2P(T=m)+b2m d
&4E(s21m)]&2bmd
&2E(s1m)+n*
=o(1)+
n*2
n*a2*21 {a2*21+
a2( p+a) *21+2a
2(1+B*) *21
m
+O(m&2)=
&
2n*
a*1 {a*1+
aB**1+(12) a( p+a) *1
m
+O(m&2)=+n*,
that is,
lim sup
d  0
E[(T&n*)2n*]2*1**
&1 . (3.9)
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Combining (3.8)(3.9), we conclude that
E[(T&n*)2n*]=2*1 **
&1+o(1), (3.10)
which combined with part (a) now leads to part (b). K
3.1. Expansion of the Coverage Probability
From (2.13), we recall that P[+ # RN]E[H(Nd 2*1)] where H(x)=
P[/2px] for x>0. Let us note that
d
dx
H(x)=h(x), the /2p density at x;
d 2
dx2
H(x)=h$(x)=
( p&2&x)
2x
h(x).
Let us also denote N*=(N&n*)2n* and f (x; p)=e&(12) xx (12) p&1, x>0,
p1. It is easily seen that
h$(x)=&c1 f (x; p)+c2 f (x; p&2), (3.11)
with some constants c1 (>0), c2 (>0), both depending only on p. Now, we
state and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. For the two-stage procedure (2.1)(2.2), we have as d  0,
P[+ # RN](1&:)+( p+B*&1) **
&1h(a) d 2+o(d 2);
where B*= pj=2 *j (*1&*j)
&1.
Proof. We pay attention to E[H(Nd 2*1)] and write
P[+ # Rn]H(a)+
d 2
*1
h(a) E(N&n*)+
1
2
ad 2
*1
E[N*h$(U )], (3.12)
where U is some appropriate random variable between a and Nd 2*&11 .
Thus, (3.12) and the lower bound in Theorem 3.1 together lead to
P[+ # RN](1&:)+
d 2’h(a)
*1
+o(d 2)+
1
2
ad 2
*1
E[N*h$(U )]. (3.13)
Now, h$(U ) wP h$(a), and in view of Lemma 3.1, part (a), we observe that
N*h$(U ) wL 2*1**
&1 h$(a) /21 as d  0. Hence, the proof will be complete
once the following lemma is proved. K
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Lemma 3.2. The random variable N*h$(U ) is uniformly integrable for
sufficiently small d (>0).
Proof. Let us write c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 for positive constants independent of
d. Now, for p>4, we have
|N*h$(U )|N*[ |c1 f ( p&2; p)|+|c2 f ( p&4; p&2)|]=c3 N*,
which is uniformly integrable by Lemma 3.1, part (b). Hence, N*h$(U ) is
uniformly integrable. For the case p=4, we have
|N*h$(U )|N* |c1 f (U; 4)+c2 f (U; 2)|
N* |c1 f (2; 4)+c2 f (0; 2)|=c3 N*,
and again the result follows as before. For the case p=3, we have
|N*h$(U)|=N* |c1e&(12) U (&U12+U&12)|N*[c3+c4U&12].
Now, N*[c3+c4U&12] I(N>m)N*[c3+c4(a***
&1
1 )
&12] since U>
a*
*
*1 on the set N>m. In other words, N*[c3+c4U &12] I(N>m) is
uniformly integrable. However, N*[c3+c4 U&12] I(N=m)N*[c3+c4
(Nd 2*1)&12] I(N=m), since UNd 2*1 on the set N=m. That is,
E[ |N*h$(U )| I(N=m)](m&n*)2 n*&1O(1) P(N=m)=O(n*) O(m&3)
=o(1), in view of Lemma 2.1. The case p=3 is thus disposed of. In the
case of p=2, we have |N*h$(U )|(14)N*, and the result immediately
follows. The case p=1 is quite similar in nature to the situation faced when
p=3. The details are left out for brevity. K
When p=1, one equates B* to zero, and hence Theorem 3.2 gives the
exact same lower bound obtained in Mukhopadhyay and Duggan’s (1997)
Eq. (3.20) for the confidence coefficient.
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